Cognitive emotional processing across mood disorders
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While impairments in cognitive emotional processing are key to the experience of mood disorders, little is understood of their shared and distinct features across major depressive disorder (MDD) and bipolar disorder (BD). In this review, we discuss the similarities and differences in abnormal emotional processing associated with mood disorders across the cognitive domains of perception, attention, memory, and reward processing, with a particular focus on how these impairments relate to the clinical profile of the disorders. We consider behavioral and neuroimaging evidence, especially that of the growing consensus surrounding mood-congruent biases in cognition, in combination with state- and trait-related characteristics in an attempt to provide a more comprehensive and translational overview of mood disorders. Special consideration is given to the shared phenomenon of mood instability and its role as a potential transdiagnostic marker across the prodrome and maintenance of mood disorders.
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Introduction and Background

Mood disorders, including major depressive disorder (MDD) and bipolar disorder (BD), are a major cause of disability worldwide, affecting social and occupational functioning, quality of life, and mortality rates.1 It is estimated that 21% of adults in the US will experience a mood disorder at some point in their lives,2 and the most recent edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-53) has further expanded the guidelines for mood disorders in order to account for the complexities in their symptomatic profiles.

While clinically mood disorders such as MDD and BD are predominantly characterized by subjective emotional symptoms—such as lowered mood and anhedonia in the case of MDD, and lowered mood and mania in the case of BD—a breadth of recent research, aided by developments in neuroscience, has begun to elucidate the cognitive underpinnings of such disorders. It is the presence of these cognitive symptoms, ranging from difficulties in sustained attention, learning, and memory to decision-making and reward processing, together with the recurring nature of such disorders, that likely magnify its wider effect on quality of life and economic burden. Cognitive deficits in these domains are reported across the disorders, regardless of severity of illness, and are often also modulated by pharmacological treatments, such as antidepressants and mood stabilizers. For example, while little is still understood of the mood stabilizing mechanism of action of lithium, the first-line pharmacological treatment for BD, it has been shown to have both detrimental effects on cognition in BD4 and neuroprotective properties affecting memory performance and capacity in degenerative neurological diseases.5

Therefore, in this review, we will focus on describing and consolidating evidence of the mechanisms underlying cognitive processing in mood disorders. Interactions with mood symptoms, such as depression, anhedonia, and mania, will be discussed in order to provide a more comprehensive overview of the phenotypic nature of mood disorders. This should aid us in further understanding the interplay between cognition and affect, a process that is garnering attention as a potential target for therapeutic intervention.6

Classic Theories of Cognitive Processing

Since the 1950s, the idea that distorted or maladaptive cognition is key to the development and maintenance of mood disorders has gained momentum. For instance, Beck’s7 theory proposes that negative schemas about the
self, the environment, and the future are core to the proliferation of MDD. For those who are vulnerable to depression, these schemas are thought to develop early on in life and become activated as a result of negative life events. Due to the ingrained and reinforced nature of these schemas, they are also considered to distort cognitive processing by influencing attention and memory, particularly encoding and retrieval of negative information.8

The hopelessness theory9 built on this idea of negative schemas and life events in explaining the development of depression by emphasizing the role of negative inferential styles and attributions. The theory suggests that those with depressive symptoms have an increased tendency to attribute negative events to negative causes that are stable and global, a tendency to assume that only negative consequences will occur from such an event, and a tendency to attribute those causes and events to their own self-worth. Taken together, it proposes that depression results from expectations that negative events will occur and that nothing can be done to change them. This further combines some of the more clinical symptoms of MDD, such as anhedonia and feelings of worthlessness, into this particular cognitive processing style.

Hot and Cold Cognition

Building on these classic theories of cognitive processing in mood disorders, recent research has begun to draw distinctions between "hot" and "cold" cognition, or more precisely, how emotional state has a direct link to the way in which information is processed in mood disorders. Traditionally, "hot cognition" refers to cognitive processing on tests that result in an emotional response, for example, by viewing emotionally salient stimuli, or by receiving feedback that influences emotional state. "Cold cognition," thus, represents the opposite—cognitive processing in the absence of emotionally salient responses or stimuli.

It is important to note that both are key in everyday cognitive processing in healthy individuals, but is also of particular concern when considering their role in cases of psychopathology, such as in mood disorders. In particular, it is often noted how tests that do not include emotional stimuli or emotionally responsive feedback, and so are otherwise "cold," can be turned "hot" in participants with MDD and BD10,11 based on their latent vulnerability to negative cognitive styles or schemas. This not only combines the classic theories of cognitive processing in mood disorders (eg, Beck’s theory and the hopelessness theory) but also begins to elucidate how a combination of both bottom-up and top-down processes can be distorted in MDD and BD.

Cognitive Emotional Processing

In line with these developments, recent theories have emphasized the importance of interactions between cognitive and emotional systems,11,12 and proposed that these interactions are implicated in both the prodrome and maintenance of mood disorders. Thus, cognitive emotional processing works as a cyclic system: cognitive factors, such as our interactions with the environment and the process by which we make decisions, are influenced by emotional context, or our emotional state, and vice-versa. This system is key to human behavior and experience13 and aids us in forming appropriate responses to our environment, some of which have strong evolutionary bases (for example, stress and fear). This processing is also fundamental in forming social and moral responses, be it in terms of determining how we interact with our loved ones or in allowing us to behave altruistically with strangers. It then follows that impairments in such a processing style can lead not only to the clinical and cognitive symptom profile of mood disorders, but also the social and moral difficulties that patients often experience.

While we all interact with our environment in such a manner, the varying degrees with which we do so and the consequences that can arise from distortions in such processing are vital to understand. Mood disorders are at the core of this. In order to fully appreciate the contribution of such processing to the etiology and maintenance of mood disorders, the current review aims to consider the behavioral and neural underpinnings of cognitive affective processing in relation to MDD and BD, with a particular focus on mood instability as a transdiagnostic marker.

Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) and Bipolar Disorder (BD)

The fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders3 outlines both MDD and BD as disorders with their own distinct clinical profiles. BD, both types I and II, is characterized by periods of mania, to varying degrees, in addition to depression, and it is this core difference that sets the two apart. Contrasts in their core cognitive profiles are also often emphasized, with BD being more closely associated with impairments in decision-making and impulsivity, resulting in changes in reward processing.14

However, MDD and BD share many symptomatic similarities, the clearest of which is the presence of depressive episodes. This contributes to clinical overlap, whereby BD is often misdiagnosed for MDD.15 Depressive episodes usually present initially in the course of BD and are often experienced more saliently than manic or hypomanic episodes.16 They are also both highly
Mood instability, or rapid oscillations of intense affect, with difficulty in regulating these oscillations or their behavioral consequences, is a prominent feature of MDD and BD. Mood instability has been highlighted as a risk factor for the development of these disorders and is thought to be heritable, such that first-degree relatives of those with BD also have an increased risk of developing MDD. This more complex intertwined nature of the disorders, particularly in the shared case of depressive episodes, is also reflected in some of their more “cold” cognitive symptoms, for instance, in consistent findings of impairments in working memory and attention in MDD and BD related to the depressive symptom criteria of a “diminished ability to think or concentrate.”

Owing to the shared mood and cognitive symptom profile of MDD and BD, researchers have begun to investigate trait-related cognitive effects across the disorders. These trait effects of cognitive processing during periods of remission, or euthymia, rather than specific state effects that are manifested specifically during periods of depression or mania, are in line with the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) movement toward focusing on the transdiagnostic and translational mechanisms that span such related mental disorders, involving both objective behavioral and neuroimaging methods. Such methods enable us to better capture the complex nature of MDD and BD, which is often hindered by a strict focus on distinct clinical diagnostic classifications, and allows us to fully consider and appreciate the phenomenon of mood instability in contributing to cognitive affective processing across mood disorders.

**Mood Instability**

Mood instability, or rapid oscillations of intense affect, with difficulty in regulating these oscillations or their behavioral consequences, is a prominent feature of a range of mental disorders, particularly MDD and BD. Mood instability has been highlighted as a risk factor for the development of these disorders and is thought to characterize their longitudinal course, particularly for BD. While the clinical significance of this instability is now recognized—owing to its inclusion in the DSM criteria for various mood and related disorders, and its association with comorbid difficulties such as alcohol misuse, neurotic symptoms, and suicidal ideation, little is understood of the cognitive implications and underlying neural mechanisms of mood instability. Its position as a transdiagnostic tool, nevertheless, can aid us in comparing and contrasting the presence of cognitive affective processing in MDD and BD, particularly by considering the similarities and differences in their underlying behavioral and neural mechanisms.

**Disruptions in Cognitive Affective Processing**

**Face processing and attentional biases**

Owing to the fact that individuals with depression experience major difficulties in their social interactions, tests involving facial expressions of emotion are some of the most powerful and ecologically valid ways of investigating cognitive processing. According to Ekman and Friesen, 6 basic facial expressions can be recognized: happy, sad, fearful, angry, disgust, and surprise; and these are pertinent across species and cultures. Across a range of experimental studies using these stimuli, MDD patients have been consistently shown to exhibit a negative bias, such that they tend to recognize and focus significantly more on negative emotional expressions (eg, sadness or anger) or less on positive facial expressions (eg, happiness). In line with the clinical symptoms of rumination and in combination with a tendency to hold negative schemas and expectations, Bradley, Mogg, and Lee suggest that individuals with MDD are both biased toward perceptually recognizing negative information, especially that of facial expressions, and have greater difficulties in disengaging once this information has become the focus of their attention.

In line with this, Gotlib et al demonstrated a depression-relevant negative attentional bias in a sample of MDD patients and healthy controls. When presented with a dot probe task incorporating happy, sad, and neutral faces, individuals with MDD selectively attended to the sad faces above and beyond controls and participants diagnosed with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD). The authors particularly noted here that the negative attentional biases observed were specific to sadness, an emotion specific to depression, and not other types of negative stimuli, explaining this bias in cognitive affective processing as a characteristic of MDD. Similar results have also been reported by other studies of facial expressions by Gotlib and colleagues utilizing the dot-probe task as well as other tests of attention and memory including the emotional Stroop task and self-referential encoding and incidental recall task (SRET), and in comparisons of MDD depressed individuals with individuals recovered from a depressive episode and those with a diagnosis of other axis I disorders (eg, social phobia).

While a breadth of behavioral studies have found evidence for this negative attentional bias toward mood congruent sad faces in MDD, studies of the particular attentional mechanisms involved have been less consistent. Duque and Vázquez aimed to clarify these mechanisms further by testing to see if such a negative bias is observed in both the orienting and maintenance of attention, using an eye-tracking technique to complement their face processing task. While further confirming the presence of a negative attentional bias to mood congruent sad faces, the authors also reported a bias in the maintenance of gaze or attention, over orientation. This finding lends further empirical support to the idea that once individuals with MDD focus on negative...
information, they experience particular difficulties in disengaging from it.25

This consistent finding of negative attentional biases in MDD toward sad facial expressions leads us to question whether the same mechanism is also in play in BD, and whether such bias is modulated by specific mood episodes. While this area of inquiry has been less researched in BD, some studies have found evidence for a similar mood congruent bias. For example, Lembcke and Ketter30 found that participants with BD mania were significantly impaired at recognizing negative facial expressions, including fear, sadness, anger, and disgust, and that the recognition of sad faces inversely correlated with their mania symptoms severity, such that their ability to recognize sadness became more impaired as they experienced more manic symptoms. While this positive bias seems to follow on from the idea of mood congruent cognitive processing of emotional faces in mood disorders, results in mania have not always been so consistent. Gray et al34 found a result similar to MDD in that BD depressed participants showed a decreased sensitivity to happy faces and increased bias toward sadness. They did not, however, find evidence of a mood congruent positive bias in the perception of emotional faces in their sample of manic patients.

Drawing from evidence of mixed results in BD mood episodes, an investigation of cognitive processing of facial expressions during periods of euthymia may help to elucidate the particular trait-related mechanisms at play. In a study by Harmer et al,32 euthymic BD participants were reported to show preferential recognition and perception of facial expressions of disgust, with no other differences in processing of other facial expressions reported. While this can also be viewed as adding to the premise of negative attentional biases in mood disorders, other results in euthymia have not been so consistent. For instance, while Venn et al33 reported a statistical trend toward lower recognition of fear in their patients, they and Vaskinn et al34 more generally found no significant difference between BD patients and controls in their measures of sensitivity to facial expressions of emotion, suggesting the absence of a specific trait-like bias in emotional perception and attention in BD. Martino et al,35 however, furthered the trend reported earlier33 by confirming a lowered recognition of fearful facial expressions in their larger sample of BD I and II euthymic patients.

While the differing nature of facial expression paradigms, such as a simple recognition task, a dot-probe task, or a facial morphing task, is often provided as an explanation for inconsistent findings, it is important to note that many of the participants included in these studies, as with most studies investigating euthymia, were medicated. As lithium is known to influence cognition and cognitive processing more generally, it is both difficult to control for this in face processing tasks during euthymia, and to interpret the results as being a characteristic trait marker of cognitive affective processing in BD. Nevertheless, in Bilderbeek et al’s36 study of medicated BD patients, a mood stabilizing effect of both lithium and dopamine antagonist (antipsychotic) medication was found whereby medicated patients showed reduced recognition of angry facial expressions compared to those who were medication-free, as well as an inverse modulation of happy face recognition by increasing depressive symptoms. Therefore, this study is of particular value in highlighting the complexities of studying medicated euthymia considering the cognitive implications of such therapeutic agents.

Affective Go/No Go tests of attentional biases

In addition to face processing tasks, there are a number of other neuropsychological paradigms used to investigate attentional biases. The Affective Go/No Go task is a classic example that requires both a response to an emotional target stimuli and suppression of response to irrelevant emotional distractors. Thus, the task requires the participant to discriminate between relevant and irrelevant information and shift attention based on this outcome, employing the use of perception, attention, and executive functions.

As with the results from tasks of facial expressions of emotion, Murphy et al37 reported that MDD patients were impaired in their ability to shift attention between differentially valenced information, such that they were slower in responding to happy but not sad stimuli. While this further confirmed the presence of negative attentional biases in MDD, it is important to note that the majority of participants were medicated. However, Erickson et al38 confirmed this in their sample of unmedicated MDD patients by finding that their participants responded more quickly to sad words than happy words, and also made more emission errors when responding to happy words.

The evidence in BD, again, has not been so conclusive. Murphy et al37 also employed the same Affective Go/No Go task in a sample of BD manic patients and found that they were faster at responding to positive words compared to negative words, supporting the notion of a mood congruent attentional bias. Rubinsztein et al,39 however, found no such bias to happy or sad words in their sample of remitted or euthymic BD patients. In Garcia-Blanco et al’s40 study of mood congruent attentional biases across the different episodes of BD, they found support for a negative attentional bias during depressive episodes, a positive attentional bias during manic episodes, and no mood congruent bias during euthymia. While this supports the idea of mood congruent biases in mood disorders, the
presence of conflicting results in other tasks of attention, especially in the case of BD, leads us to question whether more robust methods, utilizing complimentary behavioral paradigms (eg, face processing tasks) and neuroimaging techniques, can help to clarify the particular mechanisms by which cognitive affective processing in relation to attention in mood disorders operate.

**Memory and related biases**

Building on the literature for mood congruent biases in attentional processing, research has also looked into the effect of emotional stimuli on tests of memory, particularly of verbal memory recall and retention. Tests using more “cold” forms of memory processing, for example the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT), have found impairments in the recall of information, but not in retrieval and retention, in MDD.41 The picture has not been so clear in BD, with a range of studies and meta-analyses reporting heterogeneous results,42 with differing profiles of impairments in individuals with a diagnosis of BD I and BD II,43 suggesting a modulation of impairment by symptomatology and illness severity. While the participants in these studies are usually in the euthymic phase of the disorder, they are also more likely to be medicated. Nevertheless, impairments in verbal recall memory have also been found in first-degree relatives of participants with BD,44 suggesting that this impairment could form part of a core trait-related cognitive profile of the disorder.

Delving into this further, BD depressed individuals are known to show a greater degree of impairment in learning and memory recall than individuals with MDD.45,46 Combining this with the idea of mood congruent biases in the recognition of, and attention toward, information—especially emotionally valenced information—suggests that the disorder may involve disruptions in the encoding and consolidation of memory, attenuated by the presence of affective biases and current mood state. Support for this is also provided by evidence of persistent memory deficits in BD euthymic individuals.47 While further research is needed to fully elucidate the mechanisms of cognitive emotional processing in relation to memory in BD in order to understand whether the mood congruent biases that are present during attention are applicable over the memory deficits reported in “cold cognition,” contributions from the MDD literature can help.

As with negative attentional biases, depressed individuals are reported to have a tendency toward remembering more negatively valenced information compared to controls.48 This was further demonstrated in a study by Harmer et al,49 which looked at the presence of negative affective biases in antidepressant-administered MDD patients across facial recognition, attention, and memory. Not only did those in the placebo group show reduced recognition of positive facial expressions of emotion, as well as a negative attentional bias, they also had significantly reduced memory for positive self-relevant personality adjectives. Providing support for the neuropsychological model of antidepressant action, this study also showed a reversal in these biases toward negative information, over and above any subjective change in mood, in their sample of MDD patients administered the antidepressant agent reboxetine. Thus, while also providing support for the presence of emotional biases in memory in MDD, this study also points to the importance of cognitive affective processing in being a core target for treatment in mood disorders.

**Reward processing**

Compared to the research into emotional biases in attention and memory in mood disorders, reward processing is a relatively understudied area of cognitive emotional processing. Nonetheless, it is an area that is garnering precedence due to its close association with many of the clinical symptoms of both MDD and BD, and the potential for sophisticated neuroscientific and computational methods to be applied. For instance, anhedonia, or “markedly diminished interest or pleasure … in activities,” is a core clinical symptom of MDD and suggests an impairment or dampening in reward processing. Similarly, elevated mood and impulsivity associated with manic symptoms and episodes in BD also points to disruptions in reward processing, albeit perhaps in a differing direction and to varying degrees. The mechanisms by which reward processing differs in mood disorders is important to understand, as disturbed reward processing can lead to harmful social consequences (for example, excessive impulsivity and irrational decision-making, particularly in BD) and also predict response to treatment.50

In line with the presence of negative affective biases in other cognitive domains in MDD, depressed individuals are often reported to show a hypersensitivity towards negative feedback, for example punishment,51 and hyposensitivity towards positive feedback, for example responses to reward.52 This maladaptive response to punishment is thought to be reflected in a blunted ability to respond to feedback information.53 For instance, in Holmes and Pizzagalli’s54 study, individuals with high levels of depressive symptoms were less able to adjust their performance and increase their accuracy following negative performance feedback on a range of cognitive tasks. Murphy et al55 furthered this by attempting to elucidate the mechanisms of feedback that may hinder cognitive performance for those with MDD. In their
probability reversal and spatial working memory tasks, they found that individuals with MDD showed impaired performance after negative, but misleading, feedback but that their performance was no more disrupted compared to controls following negative, but accurate, feedback. While these findings stress the importance of context in mediating maladaptive responses to feedback, the hypersensitivity to negative feedback and disrupted ability to modify behavior in such cases reflect a perceived lack of control or motivation in MDD, tying in with classic theories of cognitive processing in mood disorders, such as the hopelessness theory.

Pizzagalli and colleagues have also shown that individuals with both an increased vulnerability to MDD and those with a diagnosis were less able to learn about rewarding stimuli, and thus were less able to use this information to guide their subsequent behavior in their reward processing task. This impairment, along with those of maladaptive responses to negative feedback, are also reported to correlate positively with symptom severity, as well as present in first-degree relatives and recovered individuals, suggesting that such disruptions in reward processing are core and pervasive features of cognitive affective processing in MDD.

Quite unusually for the area of cognitive emotional processing in mood disorders, which has often favored the study of MDD, reward processing is a cognitive domain that has been studied more so from a BD perspective. In line with findings of greater impulsivity in individuals with BD during manic phases, researchers have found a strong connection between manic patients and responsiveness to rewarding stimuli, which can then go on and influence decision-making. Following on from the literature in MDD, BD depressed individuals are also shown to have a hypersensitivity toward negative feedback, such that they were less able to modify their response to negative task feedback compared to controls. A similar response to negative feedback has also been reported in manic BD patients, lending support to the hypothesis that impairments in cognitive affective processing in mood disorders may be directly linked to a “catastrophic response to perceived failure”—a hypothesis which brings together the clinical symptoms of mood disorders and the related predictions that classic theories of cognitive processing make based on these, such as Beck’s theory and the hopelessness theory, in order to contextualize such deficits in processing.

Further research has attempted to clarify the distinct processes that may contribute to altered decision-making and reward processing in BD. In their comparison of BD manic and MDD patients, Murphy et al found that the 2 groups were markedly slower at making choices on a probabilistic reward processing task and also earned significantly fewer points based on the reward learning information provided in the task. They suggest that these first-line results provide further support for cognitive emotional processing deficits in mood disorders, particularly in the executive functioning domain of set-shifting. However, when delving into the decision-making process further, the researchers also noted how manic patients were more likely to make detrimental choices leading to early termination of blocks, or “losing the game,” compared to MDD depressed patients, as well as tending to select the choice associated with a lower probability of reward, indicating an impairment in learning about optimal reward information. Thus, it seemed that not only were manic patients poorer at making optimal decisions, they were also more willing to engage in risk-taking behavior when making these decisions, compared to both MDD patients and controls.

Again, while these results begin to highlight some of the cognitive impairments reported in mood disorders in the domain of reward processing, the fact that such impairments are modulated by mood episode and symptom severity points to the idea that these may be state-like characteristics of the disorders. A closer examination of the mechanisms at play during euthymic phases of BD should therefore aid us in understanding the trait-related features of the disorder, with the hope of describing the clinical symptoms of anhedonia during depression, and hyperhedonia, or excessive pleasure-seeking behavior, during mania and their relation to cognitive affective processing in further detail. Pizzagalli et al set out to study this in their sample of euthymic BD patients by testing whether BD is characterized by an impairment in the ability to adapt behavior in response to changing reward, accounting for trait-related features that can be applicable across distinct mood episodes. In their probabilistic reward task, they found that euthymic patients were slower at selecting, and less likely to select, the more frequently rewarding stimuli, suggesting an impairment in response bias toward rewarding information, as well as decreased ability to learn and integrate information about reward over time. While this impairment was exacerbated by residual anhedonic symptoms in the sample, alluding to a similar pattern of diminished learning and negative attentional biases, the suggestion of impairments in learning over time, again, highlights underlying difficulties in executive function. Taken together with the interesting, yet inconclusive, evidence of cognitive emotional processing in other domains such as attention and memory, particularly in BD but also across mood disorders, such findings lead us to examine the neural mechanisms that may modulate and underpin these disorders.
The Neural Underpinnings of Cognitive Affective Processing

As highlighted above, a discussion of the neural underpinnings of cognitive affective processing, via neuroimaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), may help us to better understand the shared and distinct features of mood disorders. Generally, abnormalities are usually found in limbic structures, including the amygdala and hypothalamus, and in regions of the prefrontal cortex (PFC), including the orbital and medial prefrontal cortex (OMPFC), as well as various connections between the two across both MDD and BD, accounting for most major mood-related symptoms.

In MDD, patients are reported to have increased activation in the amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), and prefrontal cortex (PFC) when showing an attentional bias toward negative facial expressions. As well as being involved in emotional processing and executive functions such as attention—linking the two together—disruptions in these regions and circuits are also thought to increase the risk of developing the disorder. Other researchers have also reported increased activation in limbic areas, such as the hippocampus, insula, and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), during the processing of negative facial expressions, modulated by symptom severity, which emphasizes how the emotional component of the information is intrinsically related to cognitive processing in MDD. However, results in MDD have not always been so conclusive, with some studies failing to see increased amygdala responses to facial expressions, while others have found differing patterns of activation in tasks engaging both attention and memory of facial expressions. Methodological differences, including task instructions and the cognitive domains required, have been proposed as potential explanations for such differing results, and also suggest the need for more stringent investigations.

Increased activation in limbic regions during face processing tasks has also been reported in BD. In their systematic review and meta-analysis of the neural correlates of emotional processing in BD and MDD, Delvecchio et al. argued that increased limbic engagement, particularly involving the parahippocampal gyrus and amygdala, formed part of the core phenotype of cognitive affective processing of facial expressions in mood disorders, but that clear distinctions in other regions existed. For instance, BD, but not MDD, was associated with reduced activation in the ventrolateral PFC, an area known to be implicated in inhibitory control. As difficulties with inhibition, particularly within manic episodes, is a core feature of the disorder, this suggests that processing in this region and its associated circuits is specific to the experience of BD. In a similar fashion, increased activation in the thalamus, particularly the pulvinar, was found to be associated with BD rather than MDD, while processing negative facial expressions. As this particular “higher order” region is known to have various cortical connections, it has been proposed that overamplification toward emotionally salient information helps to explain the difficulties in fluctuating mood in BD, while the suppression of activation in the same region during the processing of positive facial expression in MDD points to the dampening of reactivity towards positive information associated with depression.

A combination of connections between these cortical, striatal, and thalamic regions are thought to be intrinsically related to reward processing in mood disorders. According to research in MDD, patients show a decrease in activation in the ventral striatum in response to rewarding stimuli, compared to healthy controls, and this deactivation is known to be modulated by an increase in anhedonic symptoms. Increased activation in the caudate nucleus, a structure of the striatum, is reported in BD when processing rewarding stimuli, including happy facial expressions during manic episodes. This is in line with research that has shown distinct abnormalities in the function, size, and shape of the basal ganglia, a region that encompasses the striatum and is known to be particularly implicated in reward processing, with connectivity to PFC regions and the amygdala. Taken together, reward learning and processing is known to involve cortico-striatal learning systems, such as those discussed here, in combination with prefrontal regions of executive control. While there is still a need for further neuroimaging research in this area in order to parse out the particular neural contributions, findings of disruptions in these areas across the domains of perception, attention, and memory of affective information combine to further inform us of the behavioral impairments noted in reward processing across mood disorders, and the distinct mood-related mechanisms which may modulate the severity and direction of impairment within the disorders.

Mood Instability and Cognitive Affective Processing

The wide-ranging, yet often inconclusive, evidence of cognitive affective processing in mood disorders leads us to further consider differences in processing outside of distinct mood episodes, that is, trait-related characteristics. Given that studying patients during periods of episodic recovery or euthymia can be confounded by medication status and residual mood symptoms, the phenomenon of mood instability—which is known to both predispose an individual to mood disorders and persist during the course of the disorder—is of
particular interest. For this reason, it follows that the relationship between mood instability and cognition, especially that of cognitive affective processing, should be investigated.

Little has yet been researched in the cognitive domains of perception, attention, and memory; however, the relationship between mood instability and reward processing has gained recent attention. Owing to the fact that reward-processing differences are particularly noticeable across mood disorders and employ learning, memory, and executive functions across time, its relationship with mood instability is of value for the similar reason that mood instability reflects fluctuations in affect across a longitudinal temporal scale. Recent research by Eldar and Niv,79 for example, has shown a bidirectional relationship between emotional state and the perception and valuation of rewards and outcomes. In their task involving slot machines and an emotion-impacting wheel of fortune (WoF) draw, the researchers found that a large, unexpected outcome in the draw affected both emotional state and subsequent reward perception in the same direction in their group of individuals showing high levels of mood instability. This positive feedback loop, whereby unexpectedly winning a relatively large sum at chance on the WoF draw resulted in a positive bias in mood and subsequent decision-making, was not observed in control participants who otherwise showed stable mood. Utilizing computational modeling techniques, the researchers noted how such biasing also worked to result in mood destabilization, thus proposing mood instability as a result of a disruption in the relationship between emotional state and perception of reward.

Eldar et al80 furthered this idea of a bidirectional relationship between mood and reward by proposing that mood is both affected by discrepancies in reward outcomes and expectations, and that mood works to bias the way we perceive outcomes and learn to make decisions based on these outcomes. Therefore, mood is proposed to reflect the “overall momentum of recent outcomes,” such that biases work to account for environmental contingencies.80 As demonstrated by Eldar and Niv79 above, this interaction can become dysfunctional in the case of mood instability, contributing to the development and maintenance of mood disorders. While the presence of a similar pattern of cognitive and affective processes employing computational modeling techniques has not yet been investigated in MDD and BD, mood instability’s standing as a prominent feature of the disorders and the clinical symptoms of anhedonia, hyperhedonia, and mania—implicating changes in reward processing—suggest the importance of this bidirectional relationship. By combining these methods of investigation in mood instability and cases of psychopathology, future research can begin to clarify the particular mechanisms at play that both cut across and differentiate between MDD and BD.

In a recent systematic review of mood instability, Broome et al81 found impairments in cognitive processing reflecting increased distractibility, decreased recognition of and sensitivity to facial expressions, and increased attention toward highly salient or intense negative facial expressions (eg, anger and disgust). They also reported increased limbic engagement, particularly in the amygdala, suggesting a similar pattern of behavioral and neural activity to that often reported in MDD and BD. However, the researchers emphasized how the studies to date did not investigate mood instability in isolation, rather as a feature of a psychiatric diagnosis such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), borderline personality disorder (BPD), or mood disorders, and so it becomes difficult to decipher whether the differences reported are diagnostically specific or relevant to the transdiagnostic phenomenon of mood instability. Future research should, thus, consider mood instability in the prodrome of mood disorders, in combination with clinical groups and healthy controls, in order to fully elucidate the shared and distinct features of cognitive affective processing.

Conclusion

Results from studies of cognitive affective processing, across the domains of perception, attention, memory, and reward processing, and in both MDD and BD, highlight the complex phenotypic profile of mood disorders. While research, both behavioral and neurobiological, has often pointed to shared trait-related characteristics, for instance, the presence of negative biases in both MDD and BD euthymic states, particular state-related features, such as residual anhedonic symptoms, and the administration of antidepressant or mood stabilizing medication, can present as confounds. The phenomenon of mood instability is specifically suggested as a transdiagnostic marker, owing to its standing as both a longitudinal indicator of vulnerability to psychopathology and a predictor of illness severity and functional outcome78 across diagnostic categories.
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